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1004 inspection for the week ending October 9th 
1 message

Barbara Ravanelli <bravanelli@cimanagement.ca> Fri, Oct 9, 2020 at 12:18 PM
To: Donna Reid <donna.reid@rogers.com>, Ciaran FitzPatrick <ciaranfitzpatrick@me.com>, Alan Shayanpour <tybenkour@rogers.com>,
Ann Cotter <anncott@gmail.com>, Joyce Silver <joycemsilver@gmail.com>
Cc: Lisa Callahan <lcallahan@cimanagement.ca>

Good morning,

The handicapped button on P1 has not failed since it was repaired.

Boiler 1 is up and ready to go.  There is a hose at rear that has to pinholes that they are replacing.  Baxtec is working on Boiler 2.

 

A quick elevator test was completed on Monday with the generator for the transfer switch. Hence the panel on the front vestibule
reflecting generator running.
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This is the drain that the builder did not install as hopper to ensure the water runs down the drain instead of sitting on the floor.  This has
been fixed.  The ceiling will be fixed in the affected unit after all the HVAC work is completed.

Top topics

1.  I have just been advised by Baxtec that the gaskets on the second order are wrong and have to go back.  They will run out some time
today so will not be back till Wednesday.  This has been a challenge.  I will send out a notice for Wednesday and Thursday today.  
2.  The elevator test for the transfer switch was completed to TSSA satisfaction.
3.  302 moved in and other than a traffic delay by Luc it went smoothly. 
4.  CWW will be on site this week to install a clean out in Stella Luna ceiling to deal with the suds in 209 sink.

Regards,

**** Due to the COVID-19, CIPM is following local and national health advice and we have closed our Head Office and Site Offices to the
public.  Any and all communications and exchange of information will be done either electronically or by Telephone until further notice. In
addition, CI Property Management is closed on Fridays until further notice. For updated information please visit our website
at www.cimanagement.ca *****  

Barbara Ravanelli, Condominium Manager, RCM
Licence 0001935824

Capital Integral Property Management
ACMO 2000 Certified
1600 Laperierre Ave., Ottawa, Ont. K1Z 8P5

Web: www.cimanagement.ca  Tel: 613-722-1232 ext. 108  Fax: 1-613-651-0306

To reach your management team for any service please use the service email for your location. This will ensure the quickest response to your 
request.
If your building name is OCSCC No. 345, then use the service345@cimanagement.ca email. 
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